
CUSTOM PLAQUES AND NAMEPLATES
We create custom awards for a wide variety of recognition items: individual awards, plankowner’s
awards , Sailor of the Quarter, and for any occasion where recognition is required. Specialized 
typeset nameplates can be made in quantity for any wording or to include a crest. Size and price
are determined by the layout, text, and quantity ordered. We will discuss your ideas, offer 
suggestions, and upon order placement, we will provide proposed layout for your approval.

ENGRAVED NAMEPLATES
Black on silver nameplates can be engraved
with up to four lines per plate. Individual
personalization appears as silver on black. 
Specifications:
1”x 5” plate, four lines per 
plate, maximum.

STANDARD PLAQUES
Our illustrations are permanently rendered 

on an aluminum plate and mounted on 
solid walnut plaques. Plate size may vary.

Plaque Sizes:
8”x 12”, 8”x10”, 10”x 12” Custom sizes 
are also available and priced accordingly.

* COPYRIGHT: Our illustrations are all copyrighted and may not be copied in any form. 
The copyright ©, signature, and date must remain on the plate.

CG 812    
8” x 12” 

CG 4411-L 
4” x 4” x 11” CG 4411-B
Bronzed figure, 4” x 4” x 11”
Walnut Base Bronzed figure,

Walnut base,
(ebony finish)

COASTIE 
AWARD

CGSQ 810   8” x 10”
(Set of 4)CGSQ 1320

13” x 20”
20 plates for
personalization

Commanding Officer Recognition
CGCO 1316   13” x 16”   14 plates for personalization

CG 1827
18” x 27”

65 plates for
personalization

and
CG 2234

22” x 34”
100 plates for 

personalization

CG 1418      14” x 18”      27 plates for personalization

CG 10513-05     10.5” x 13”      
Bronze finish casting and seal

CG 1930
19” x 30”
48 plates for
personalization

*

COMMANDING OFFICER
A transfer of total 

Responsibility and Authority

SAILOR OF THE QUARTER
Presented to the crew member who 

most exemplifies the Coast Guard core 
values of Honor, Respect, and Devotion to Duty

314.522.8724
Solid walnut plaques and metal plates are manufactured in our plant.

Solid walnut plaquesSolid walnut plaques

For orders 
or questions

please call...
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“STANDARD PLAQUE DESIGN”
Individual Achievement, Departure, and Collectors of Service Legacy


